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During this covid period I’ve been feeling extremely mellow

and surprisingly calm. Though we’ve been in the lockdown for the past couple of

months it hasn’t actually been as disruptive to my goals (fitness wise though I

have had to adopt the Nike Training Club

app to keep a strict routine). Instead it made me determined to get things done

as I became hyper aware that the tools we take for granted can be removed from

us without any regard of our financial status, background or age. 

 

There has been this conversation of the privilege of being

able to work from home which I myself have been able to benefit from. But, also

the privilege others have described from not being able to work and rather,

having time to reflect and refocus on their lives and decisions. I am in two

minds at the moment because I find it discomforting being told what this

pandemic should mean to us and how this time should be spent, so I take each

day as I see fit.

 

Outside of working with how to advocate through design &

architecture I’ve been running a pop-up talk series called Dilemma that just went

digital providing more clarity and support

during this time. I launched the first digital series in April supporting

creatives on how they can build beyond

covid adapting to the new normal which is being shaped by more than covid. 

 

Long term I don’t know what will occur but for now it’s

looking at how I can equip myself, family and community with as much clarity,

opportunity and options from what i’ve been doing pre-covid and what i’ll

continue doing post covid. #plug Look out for a platform I'm currently building

to magnify and make accessible the career roads less travelled giving

‘outliers’ more options to their goals.
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